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A~usut 11, 1962 
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U1.S. Nuclear Regelatory Comisiaion 
Region II 
Attn: Mr. James. P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Herietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

V

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

WATTS MRN NIELIR PLAN! NIlT3 I AND 2 - 1130P3 a.ASSIFICATIO OF 5UM 
SVMTM PIPING AND CXRWOhENTS - 1RD-50-390/81-33t WID-50-391/81-32, 

WRIP-5-390/81-50, MID-5-39 1/81-U - SuvIMEM =BRnIM UPON? 

The subject defticimncy me initially reported to NRC-O1l Inspector 
1. V. Crlenjak on March 24, 1961 in accordance with 10 au 50.55(s) as 
NCR - -I 6106, concerning the seimic qualification for ohillers/ 
coolers end deficient piping of the MVAC system. A similar deficiency me 
initially reported to MC-019 Inspector 3. V. Crienjak on May 71 1961 in 
accordance with 10 at2 50.55(e) as NCR 31163 111, concerning impraper 
classification ot 1301 system piping. Interim reports were submitted on 
April 24, Jiune 8, July 14, Septemer 2, Decemer 9, 1981 and February 17, 
1982. Enclosed is additional information on these* VCs. We expect to 
submit our next report an NR M HI 8106 by October 19,, 1982. The 
enclosed information constitutes a final report an NCR 31163 31.  

It you have any questions, please get in touch with 3. 8. Shell at 
vrs 856-2688.  

very truly yours, 

TMEISSEE VALLEY AUTHOITY 

M. N.Hills, 4er 
Nuclear Licensing 

Enclosure 
cc: Mr. Richard C. Deloung, Director (Enclosure) 

Oftice of Inspection and Enf'orcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

6206140477 820811 
PDA ADOCK 05000390 
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WATTS MAR NUIEAR PFUM 13117 1 AUD 2 
IMUP CLASSICATION CF EM332 S2ST4 PrrxM AND wuOMus1110 

Ed'S1 WIN NO 8106 AMD 31163 R1 
010-%-390/81-33, MUD-5-39 1/81-32, MBD-50-390/81-50, URD-5-391 /8148 

10 CF2 50.55(e) 
SEIONu INERu REPORT 

Desoription of Deficiency on NOR 8106 

During the design review of the Vatts 3w Essential Raw Cooling liter 
(MMW) system,, It we discovered that portions ot' the 33CW system 
(equipment coolers, air cooling units, etc.) my not have proper seimic 
specification. Vatts Bar Desig Criteria WB-OC40-36.1, Revision 0, 
requires that these compoaents be classified ASS safety Class 2b and be 
seismic Category I or I(L). Theme Coolers were show on TWA design 
drawings, W7US5 series, however, as TWA Class 0, seismic Category I(L).  seismic Category I(L) has two levels; one level ensures pressure boundiry 
integrity; the other ensures structural Integrity such that component 
failure will not daseg primary safety equipment. Some of these mi
cooling units serve essential safety-relatea equipment (3r3, CSS pumps, 
etc.) required for acident mitigation. TWA Class 0 was used becaus, it 
was incorrectly determined to represent the design requirements.  

Interim Progress 

The primary safety-related IlIAC equipment was procured uader contracts 
77135-83153-1, 77135-83119-2, 76135483230-1, sand 76135-83190. This 
equipment wes not procured to a specific TVA classificatinn (A, B, C, etc.) 
as had been indicated on the TVA ERCW system flow diagrame.  

This equipment was procured to the seismic Category I design requirement 
Specified in WM4DC4O-36.1 that was in effect at the time of purchase sand 
met the highest conmercial quality feasible at the time of procurement.  

TVA has reviewed the contract files and found sufficient documentation to verify the 9quipmmnt, mts the requirements of 1OCvis, Appendix B, and is 
suitable for use in a TVA safety class C system.  

The secondary safety-related IlIAC equipment was procured wnder contracts 
T77384821351 and 76138-83225. This equipment was not procured to a 
specific TVA classification (A, 8, C, etc.) as hod been indicated on the 
TVA 33W system flowe diagram.  

The equipmsent -was procured to the seismic Category 1(L) with pressure 
boundary design requiremets speci~fied in N4-DC40 .36.1 that were in 
effect at t-*e tiae of purchase mand met the highest coamtecial quality 
feasible at the time of procurement.  

TVA is continuing the evaluation of the contract files to determine if 
sufficient documentation exists to verify the equipment meets the 
requirements of 10C7350, Appendix B, and Is suitable for use in a r' A 
safety ClaSs C system.



tage 2..

Description of Deficiency 31162 31 

TIA piping drawing end flow diagram originally showed piping and 
obillers/coolers tor portimns of the Essential Raw Cooling Vater (SMC) systemt 
as TWA clans C (safety-related). The cbillers/coolers were purchased without 
a specific TVA classification. Due to the chillers/coolers not having a 
specific TWA classification, TWA consequently defirned the class boundaries 
Improperly; as a result, ther subject piping ms given an Incorrect 
classification an thernfow diagrams.  

Field Change Request 14-3276 erroneously revised the EVAC piping and components 
an the flee diagram trom TWA class C to TWA class N (safety-related-limited 
requiremenits) between ther first bo Isolation valves of the 13CW system 
chillers/coolers. Thern 1w systemi piping ma cocncurently revised to shmw 
ther class duhang at the flanged connections to ther equipment.  

Piping previously installed between the first two isolation valves of ther 
chillers/coolers as clas C was downgraded to class M. Also, any new piping 
mas installed in accordance with the flee diagrams as class N piping; however, 
craft personnel uwre instructed to use class C material. Subsequently, an 
engineering chang has been mede to reclassify the piping betweent the 
Isolation valve and flange as WVA class C for all ther HVAC chillers/coolers.  

Approximately 1200 feet of piping in the ZR3W system was installed incorrectly 
(but in accordance with the flee diagrams in use at the time) as class N 
instead of class C and about 4100 out of 900 welds were mado during this 
installation without welder Identification.  

Safety Imlicat ions 

Had this condition remained uncorrected, ther installation of class N piping 
instead of class C piping would downgrade the ZRCV system. This could result 
in multiple failures in a safety system, not considered in the plant safety 
analysis.  

Corrective Action 

The majority of the affected piping is being replaced because of piping 
changes to resolve the pipe corrosion problem reported in NCR 1B 6 017.  
TVA has subsequently decided to replace the remainder of the piping that mas 
installed to TVA class N requirements with new piping inpt~alled to WVA class C 
requirements.  

Flee diagram and physical piping drawings have been revised to show the 
correct classification for the piping and equipment in accordance with the 
applicable design criteria.  

In response to NRC-OIE Region II inspector concerns of the ER3W system being 
installed to specifications other than those in the TSAR Section 3.2, portions 
of the 13WM system are classified as WVA class 0 (seismic I(L) - limited 
requirements) and WVA class H (limited requirements). The TSAR section 3.2 
does not reference TVA class G and H portions of the 11CW system. WVA class 0 
and H sections are described in FSAR section 9.2.1.


